For Immediate Release
July 29, 2020

The Navajo Nation DSR Greasewood Sub-office has returned to regular office location

GREASEWOOD, Ariz. – The Department for Self Reliance (DSR) Greasewood Sub-office returned to their DSR building on the south-east side of the Greasewood Chapter House on July 23, 2020. The Greasewood Sub-office was temporarily housed within the Greasewood Chapter House during renovations.

DSR staff will be available Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., by phone, fax, e-mail, or a drop box at the door. DSR offices are still not allowing DSR Customers or the public to access any of their offices.

The phone number used to reach the DSR at the Chapter House is no longer in service. The new DSR Greasewood Sub-office number is (928) 654-3910, and the new fax number is (928) 654-3920.
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